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BREWED AND DISTILLED AT GOUNDIE HOUSE 

New Exhibit Explores Bethlehem’s Brewing History 
 

BETHLEHEM, PA (May 15th, 2015) – Historic Bethlehem Museum & Sites is launching a semi-permanent 
exhibit, Entitled “Brewed and Distilled”, at The 1810 Goundie House, 501 Main St on June 1, 2015. 
 
Since its earliest days, the Moravian settlement that became Bethlehem in 1742, beer and ale were the 
very lifeblood of existence.  Bethlehem:  Brewed & Distilled is Historic Bethlehem Museum & Sites 
newest exhibit, a complete history and a dynamic look into Bethlehem’s many breweries, spawning 
from both sides of the Lehigh River.  Housed in the 1810 Goundie House, curious visitors will learn 
where these breweries were located around town and the thirsty quest that made each one a famous. 
 
The exhibit’s theme is centered around Johann Sebastian Goundie, who arrived in Bethlehem in 1803 to 
put the young city on the map with his skills as a brewer, to beer’s transformation during the industrial 
revolution, and finally it’s rebirth into the 21st century.  Other highlights and stories visitors can expect 
are the discovery of Bethlehem’s secret “beer caves”, the “hidden vaults” filled with cash to pay off the 
police during prohibition, and “The Mustard & Cheese Society” at Lehigh University‘s Rennig brewery. 
Even from street level, guests to Bethlehem  will be swept into the exhibit as the basement windows of 
the house open, to showcase a replica of Goundie’s brewery and distillery.  
 
 Presented throughout the entire first floor, the show includes five exhibits:   
 
The Goundie Experience, The man who wore many hats, is set up to interpret what Johann may have 
looked like in his brewing office.  Audio narrated, including 19th century brewing logs, instruments for 
brewing and story board displays about his life, career, family and accomplishments will be on display.  
 From Grain to Glass, covers the nuts and bolts of making beer and ale.  Brandy and whiskey displays, 
stills, copper tools, farming items, and brewery construction plans will be showcased. A multimedia 
display of brewing in the 1930’s and other explanatory aids, to understand how beer and spirits are 
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made. 
 
Bethlehem Brews Beer!  We chronicle all of them, including a large format map of each location, their 
impact on Bethlehem, and each brewery’s own unique story.  From the Christianbrunn Brewery of the 
past, to today’s Bethlehem Brew Works.  Experience advertising, bottles, kegs, ephemera, and 
breweriana displays.  
 Women in Brewing Amongst grains, pots and the open hearth, Women in Brewing will explore the 
importance of women in the brewing and baking process. The key to a happy home often includes a 
never ending supply of great beer!  
 
Historic Bethlehem Museum & sites has many early brewing items in its collected works. Other pieces 
will be on loan from personal collections around the region.  The exhibit will kick-off in June with a 
preview party including beer, wine and whiskey tastings.  Several social events will be held in 
conjunction with the exhibit, including special tasting tours, beer stories from the past, and guest 
lecturers.   
 
Liquid time-travelers!  Step up to a life-sized Mr. Goundie and have your picture taken , “Like” on 
Facebook or “Follow” Bethlehem Museum and Sites on Twitter, and receive discounts from our museum 
shop or a pint of your favorite tipple at our local participating pubs and restaurants .  
 
In 2016, Bethlehem will turn 275 years old; our exhibit celebrates these years from the pints of the past, 
to the revolution of today’s craft beer movement!  Brewing in Bethlehem is as strong as ever, join us!  
 
Historic Bethlehem Museums & Sites is a not-for-profit institution that brings to life three centuries of 
American history.  Historic Bethlehem tells the story of a small town of great influence, home to some of 
our nation’s earliest settlers, to America’s first municipal water pumping system and to one of the 
world’s greatest industrial companies.  Located in eastern Pennsylvania, Historic Bethlehem is located 
ninety minutes north of Philadelphia and two hours west of New York City.  Historic Bethlehem is an 
Affiliate of the Smithsonian Institution and a National Historic Landmark District. 
 
 
 


